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Background – Yielding behaviour in cycle 
– motorised vehicle interactions

• Pauna et al (2009) yielding behaviour at 6 different types of 
cycle crossings – all in all at 65 sites
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Background – Yielding behaviour in cycle –
motorised vehicle interactions

• In interactions, on average 58 % of motor vehicle drivers 
yield to crossing cyclists (irrespective of type of cycle 
passage, type of crossing or which part that is obliged to 
yield)

• Higher share of yielding when the yielding sign is located in 
front of the cycle crossing

• Lower share of yielding when there is no yielding sign at all 
(often on a link)

• Higher share of yielding at lower approaching speeds
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Traffic safety regarding type of cycle 
crossing

Questions of issue
•How is traffic safety at different types of cycle crossings?
•Is it always associated with good traffic safety if drivers’
propensity to yield to crossing cyclists is high?
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Traffic safety regarding type of cycle 
crossing

• 7 sites (Type1, 2, 3 och 6)
• Conflict studies during three days – a “conflict” is a “serious 

conflict” according to Swedish TCT definition
• Injury accident data from STRADA
• Flow studies
• Yielding behaviour from the previous project
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Relationship cycle flow and motorists’
propensity to yield 
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Relationship between propensity to yield 
and conflict risk per crossing cyclist 
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Relationship between cycle flow and 
conflict risk per crossing cyclist
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Motor vehicle drivers’ speed distribution
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Conclusion

It is probably not merely the signing that affects the traffic 
safety situation at the location but the combination of 
•signing, 
•type of location, 
•cycle flow, 
•yielding behaviour and 
•motor vehicle speed 
where some factors in addition most likely covary.

Yes, higher propensity to yield among car drivers seems to 
improve the traffic safety situation for crossing cyclists
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Final reflections on safety and drivers’
propensity to yield 

• Road users want clear rules to prevent uncertainty 
• While it may be the unclear rules at cycle crossings that 

bring along increased traffic safety with increased 
propensity to yield

• Pedestrian crossings: Despite high propensity among 
drivers to yield at pedestrian crossings the clear rules, 
perceived by  pedestrians and not always followed by 
drivers, may be part of explaining pedestrians’ high injury 
risks at marked pedestrian crossings
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Thanks for your attention!

Questions? Remarks?


